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Abstract: Face recognition is one of the major biometric recognition process adapted by online and offline applications. But easy
availability of face capturing increased the complexities. There is no standard device or constraint to capture these faces. Lack of
standardization has increased the challenges in recognition model. In this paper, some of these challenges are discussed and
presented. These challenges are required to resolve to improve the integrity of recognition process model. These challenges
include environmental constraints, device specific constraints and the facial feature constraints. The paper has explored some of
these associated challenges.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Biometric recognition systems are adaptive in use to improve the authentication system. These person features adaptive where
improved the authentication process model and the security over a public access system. But this kind of system increased the
process level complexities. Today, there are number of biometric features captured to provide the significance in different work
areas. Common adaptive features in use includes face, eyes, ear, facial expression, gaze, body movement, gesture, fingerprint,
thumbprint, palm print, vein mapping, foot prints etc. Some of these features are extracted from the camera devices and some are
captured through the specialized scanners. These extracted features can be used in different applications in different ways. These
applications includes the recognition systems, authentication system, age verification systems, disease identification systems etc.
Today most of the online and offline applications are involving the biometric feature to improve the relative authenticity. In this
paper, the facial feature adaptive recognition model is explored. The paper also discussed the problems or the challenges in the
facial recognition process. Before understanding these associated challenges. It is required to understand the recognition model
itself. One of the common adapted facial recognition model is shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1 : Face Recognition Model
The figure here shows the standard model adapted by any of the recognition system. According to this model as the image is
collected from the raw source for recognition, it goes through number of process stages. The first stage is to transform the image to
the normalized form so that that the image will be mapped to the database image. After this transformation, the actual facial object
is mapped over the image. This object location identification is called localization stage. After obtaining the facial object, the facial
features are extracted. Now this featured image is mapped to the database images. The facial database is also present in the form of
facial images. Once the featured dataset and the featured input image are obtained, the next work is to perform the recognition. The
recognition is performed using algorithmic model such as PCA, LDA, Neural network, SVM etc. The maximum mapped image is
identified over the database based which the recognition is verified. In this paper main focus on the challenges of the recognition
process. The foremost challenge is the database adaption. The database adaptive challenges are given in this sub section.
A)

DB Challenges

The accuracy of the biometric/facial recognition system depends on the maintained dataset. The dataset is defined as the set of
images that are captured from real scenario. The input image can be a database image or not. The reliability of the system how
effectively a recognition system can recognize a non-database image. This recognition process is adaptively depends on the
algorithmic model to extract the facial feature. To improve the recognition rate, there is the requirement to define a database from
real time images that also covers the real time challenges. The features that are required while forming a database are given here in
figure 2.
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Here figure 2 is showing the set of database feature that are required to define significantly while maintaining the facial database.
The first requirement is to collect the images in real time. It means, the database must be collected from different camera devices in
different situation such as different backdrop or different dress types etc. Another associated property is the number of instances
collected for each facial image. More the instances, more chances of the recognition. Each instance must be defined with some
variation. These variations are another constraint for the database management. Different facial instances must different in terms of
pose, contrast, illumination, brightness etc. More the variations in the images, more adaptive features can be extracted from the
facial image. The facial database must be defined with mix gender so that the robust recognition will be obtained. Another
consideration for database generation includes the technical specification. These considerations include the camera device
specification and the resolution independent. It means the images must be captured from different devices and of different
resolutions.
In this paper, a study of different challenges faced in the facial recognition. The paper has identified the work in light of facial
recognition model. In this section, a description the biometric recognition system is provided. The section also defined the work
model of facial recognition system. The section also identified the DB associated challenges to improve the facial recognition. In
section II, the work defined by earlier researchers is discussed. In section III, the challenges associated with facial recognition
system are presented. In section IV, the conclusion obtained from the work is presented.
II.
EXISTING WORK
Facial recognition system and biometric information processing system are one of the favorite research area. The work defined by
the earlier researchers on facial recognition is discussed in this section.
Zixuan Wang[1] has presented a work on facial recognition based on the location adaptive robustness. Author defined the system
for mobile devices so that the real time authentication will be obtained from the work. Author provided the location adaptive
recognition system so that the overall work accuracy will be improved. Lijun Yan[2] defined an improved facial recognition using
adaptive PCA approach. In this recognition model, the feature selection is done based on the direction adaptive mapping. Once the
features are obtained the eigen face adaptive mapping is provided to achieve the high recognition rate. Author provided the distance
based mapping to provide the recognition of facial image. This metric level analysis model is applied to obtain the high recognition
rate. Jun-Bao Li[3] provided a work on non parametric analyses to extract the discriminant features from the facial image. Once
these adaptive dynamic features are extracted, the recognition is performed under distance adaptive facial mapping. This work is
applied on YALE and FERET datasets. The work provided the high recognition rate on different test sets.
Yong Ma[4] presented a work to provide the facial recognition system to provide the estimation of person age. This presented model
or the framework is based on the ranking method applied to improve the effectiveness of recognition process. This process model is
defined to obtain the person age and relatively a program is defined for age estimation. Author applied the experimentation to derive
the actual identification information and based on this information the facial feature adaptation based recognition is performed. The
model is tested on different real time experiments. Che-Hua Yeh[5] provided home photo adaptive recognition model. Author
captured the image from the low resolution cameras and provided the adaptive recognition and classification model under pattern
adaptive mapping. The presented work model is adaptively applied on real time image sets a high recognition rate is obtained from
the work.
Yang Zhang[6] presented a LBP feature adaptive recognition model to provide the recognition based on the featured integration so
that the relatively effective recognition set will be obtained. Author analyzed the work under different facial challenges and
provided the feature adaptive recognition. Author obtained the high recognition rate so that the more dynamic and robust
recognition system is obtained.
Weisheng Li[7] has a dynamic feature adaptive recognition model to provide the effective recognition based on the central pixel
based distance analysis. Author defined the improved feature adaptive model under histogram equalization. Author provided the
recognition of facial image under effective rate based on the threshold specification. Seiji Takeda [8] has defined a context driven
model to provide the effective recognition based on real time vectors. Author provided the camera adaptive model to estimate the
person position and once the position is captured the recognition is applied. The presented recognition model is also applied for
facial feature adaptive recognition. This recognition is also under specification of change estimation. Kanchan Singh[9] has
presented DWT adaptive predictive model to improve the recognition for facial images. Author defined the feature extraction using
frequency adaptive decomposition. Once the parameter and the relative coefficients are obtained, the eigen distance adaptive
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mapping is performed to recognize the face. Naveen N. Murthy[10] has used the DWT based feature generation and decomposition
model under gradient masking. The recognition is here applied by analyzing the facial variation and later on the maximum mapped
image is selected as the recognized image over the dataset. This recognition model used the distance based mapping to perform the
real time recognition of facial image.
III.
CHALLENGES
The face recognition systems are defined to provide the authentication as well as some other biometric adaptive answers based on
application specification such as gender identification, complexion identification, age identification etc. But as the number of
associated operations and relative application becomes complex it requires more adaptive images and more vast imageset. The
accuracy of the recognition system on different associated vectors. In this paper, some of these common problems associated with
facial recognition system are described. These associated challenges are shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3 : Face Recognition Challenges
A)
Aging :One of the core challenge for facial recognition is the change is person face according to age. It means, the database image that
provided the true recognition today may be not provide the same recognition rate after 5 years or 10 years. Because of this, it is
required to cover the aging vector in the authentication system. To cover this, there is the requirement to update the dataset
regularly. There also exist some robust recognition system that can perform the age estimation as well as provide the recognition
along with age variation. The aging problem is critical and based on the probabilistic estimation so that the system which are not age
adaptive cannot provide the accurate results.

B)
Image Quality:Another associated with facial recognition and that affects the face recognition rate is the quality of image itself. The poor quality
image can hide some of the adaptive facial features. The poor quality images are not effective to provide the effective results. The
quality of image depends on different vectors such as resolution, image size, colors etc. The quality of the image also applied to
handle the image problems such as contrast difference, illumination problem, correlation analysis, distortion etc. Lesser the quality
of image more difficult will be to perform the recognition. The effectiveness of the recognition system depends on the image
quality. In some of the facial recognition system, the image quality improvement is added as the pre processing stage. These image
quality adjustments transform the raw image to the normalized image. Another issue associated with quality of image is the noise.
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There are number of additive and multiplicative noise vectors that disrupts the image contents so that the recognition rate affects.
The noise can occur to the image because of device or the environmental or technological fault[11][12][13].
C)
Face Expression:
Another challenge to the facial recognition is the expression robust recognition. The facial expression identification is another
application of facial recognition. But if the expression of database image and the input image are different then it becomes difficult
to perform the recognition. The expression independent facial recognition requires a robust and probabilistic model to provide the
recognition.

IV.
Conclusion
In this paper, some of the issues or challenges associated with facial recognition system are discussed. The paper has discussed the
face recognition model as well as identified the challenges associated to the face recognition. These challenges include the device
specific, feature specific and the environment specific. The paper is effective to take the early decision about the associated
processes by observing these challenges.
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